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Abstract

The evolution of reef systems is dependent on a great variety of factors. Evolution, adaptive radiation, and extinction of reef organisms provide the reef building potential whereas plate tectonics, sea-level changes and oceanographic conditions define where and when reefs actually develop. However, two additional important trends superimpose this pattern. These are (1) the evolution of reef building blocks and (2) the variable width of the global reef window.

In terms of ecological structure and carbonate productivity, reefs are composed of different reef building blocks which define the modular complexity of a reef. Such basic building blocks include microbial, parazoan, metazoan, photosymbiotic and red algal modules. These building blocks successively developed throughout the evolution of the System Earth, and are still all available in modern reef systems (Reinher 1997).

The unidirectional increase in modular complexity is partly modified, partly paralleled by the variable environmental sets of physicochemical conditions which reef organisms demanded and were adapted to. Until the base of the Cenozoic, such global 'reef windows' mostly widened, due to new adaptational strategies of reef organisms (e.g., photoautotrophy, baffling, aphotosymbiotic and photosymbiotic reef building). The reef windows of the Late Jurassic to Cretaceous were possibly the widest ever. Subsequently, the modular complexity of reefs and the interdependence of reef biota increased with the improvement of the photosymbiotic relation, the appearance of fast growing corals, new synecologic strategies, and the radiation of encrusting coralline algae. This resulted in a distinct narrowing of the tropical reef window and, consequently, the separation of a new, distinct, deep-water coral mound window.

Reef systems existed nearly throughout the entire Earth history. However, reef evolution was punctuated by global reef crises. Extinction events were rapid, but recovery times were very slow. In the light of possible extinction of modern coral reefs by human impact, Earth history provides two major lessons: The high modular complexity of modern reefs which includes Archaean, Proterozoic, Phanerozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic building blocks makes it likely that some robust reef types such as microbial reefs, Halimeda-mounds or low-diversity coral meadows might survive. However, lag time for the reestablishment of complex systems, thus for modern coral reefs, are extremely large, often spanning millions of years and hence extending far beyond human time scales.
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INTRODUCTION

Reef systems have accompanied and modified the System Earth since its earliest stages. The oldest reef-type bodies are nearly as old as the oldest Archaean crust (e.g. North Pole, Australia, 3.5 billion years, LOWE 1980). Despite this longevity, reef systems are not at all a conservative element but have changed and evolved drastically through time. Many different reef organisms have played important geobiological roles throughout the evolution of the Earth, producing oxygen during the Proterozoic, removing toxic calcium at the end of the Precambrian, shaping shelves and influencing the carbon cycle during the Phanerozoic, establishing strong compartmentalization of shelf systems even in high energy settings during the Tertiary, and today assuring existence for billions of people by providing coastline protection, food, pharmacetical substances, and touristic economic value (cf. LEINFELDER & BRÜMMER 1998, REALNER 1998, STEININGER & MARONDE 1997).

Like any other ecosystem, reef systems are particularly driven by the available energy input and the removal of noxious by-products. In reef systems, adaptation to these basic requirements was refined to great perfection. In modern reefs, efficiency in the energy consumption is nearly perfect due to different nutrition strategies, including photosymbiosis. Removal of noxious matter is maintained both by recycling of phosphates and nitrates via endosymbionts, and by enzymatic neutralization, leading to mineralic deposition such as removal of surplus calcium by calcareous skeletons (cf. KEMPE et al. 1989). These strategies eventually resulted in the establishment of a largely independent, self-sustaining system, which is a stable system within its environmental boundaries, but is very vulnerable, if the amplitude or frequency of physicochemical disturbance extends beyond these limits.

Comparing Ancient reefs with modern reefs has to take processes of reef evolution into account. Maximum complexity of reefs has increased continuously through time, which implies that the environmental flexibility of reef systems was different during earlier stages in the evolution of the System Earth. Trophic, structural and productive aspects of the reef system can be differentiated in a modular set of reef building blocks. These different modules appeared one after the other in the course of Earth history and remained available in all subsequent reefs (REITNER 1998: Fig. 1). Energy management has not always been as perfect as it is today. The modern, nearly closed-circuit system, which is mainly dependent on the easily available energy from light, developed in the course of reef evolution, optimizing recycling and depository strategies. This was possible only by adaptive evolution and adaptive breakthroughs in the autecology and synecology of reef organisms. As a consequence, general reef variability first increased with the development of new building blocks, but later decreased due to increasing specialization and interdependence of reef organisms, which evoked narrowing of environmental tolerances for the entire system. In each time slice, the physiological and synecological demands and abilities of available reef organisms define the boundary conditions for reef growth. The ecospace between these multifactorial boundary conditions can be termed the global 'reef window' of a given time-slice (cf. JAMES & BOURQUE 1992, LEINFELDER 1997, LEINFELDER & NOSE in prep., NOSE & LEINFELDER in prep.). As a consequence of reef evolution and available habitats, the width of the reef window was matter of fluctuations, accompanied by a pronounced decrease from the Cenozoic onward (see below).

A widely held view of reef evolution through time is that the many reef crises during Earth history have had dramatical impacts on the evolution of the reef system. Actually, some global extinctions (end-Permian, Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary) had a strong influence on the biotic composition of subsequent reef systems. Other crises particularly affected reef biota much more than other biota (such as the intra-Late Devonian and end-Triassic reef crises). Reef extinction events were apparently rapid, but lag times for complete re-establishment of reef systems were enormous. After the intra-Late Devonian reef crisis it took more than 100 million years for major shallow-water coral reefs to fully recover, although other reef types were partially filling this gap. After the end-Permian extinction it took about five million years for the first reefs to reappear (FÖGEL 1997), after the reef crisis at the base of the Jurassic there is another considerable, though debated, lag time (LEINFELDER 1994). However, once re-established, reefs gained, and increased, their previous modular complexity almost instantly. This shows that extinction events and reef crises mostly had an impact on the type and frequency of reefs by reducing the diversity of important reef organisms (such as corals) or even eliminating some major taxa (e.g. archaeocyathids, richt-hofeniid brachiopods, rudistid bivalves), but not generally on the modular complexity of reefs when seen in terms of building blocks. As a whole, reef crises had therefore little impact on the general evolution of the reef ecosystem through time, except for causing large lag times.
The scope of this paper is to outline a modern view of reef evolution through time by combining the concept of increasing modular complexity with the concept of waxing and waning of reef windows through time, both of which are discussed in more detail in the following chapters.

THE FIRST MEGATREND: INCREASE OF REEF BUILDING BLOCKS

Microbial calcification

Recently, Rettenmier (1998) has introduced the concept of modularity in reef systems. This concept is reviewed, discussed, and enlarged here (Fig. 1). In a broad manner, reefs represent preservable carbonate bodies produced, or induced, by epibenthic organisms. This definition does not include any specific water depth or relief. In this broad sense, reefs existed since the earliest Archaean. Stromatolite-like bodies are as old as 3.5 billion years (Lowe 1980, Walter 1983). Simple stromatolitic microbolite reefs proliferated from about two billion years onward, and greatly contributed to the origin of hydrospheric and atmospheric oxygen. The microbolites of the Archaean were probably mostly built of chemolithotrophic and heterotrophic anaerobic bacteria (RBB 1: Anaerobic Microbolite Reef Building Block), whereas energy input has changed to solar energy at least since the early Proterozoic by the development of autotrophic cyanobacteria, later accompanied by unicellular algae (RBB 2: Photoautotrophic Microbolite Reef Building Block). Stromatolitic reefs, composed of RBB 1-2, were, from the base of the Phanerozoic onward, accompanied by many other reef types dominated, or characterized, by 'parazoans' (sponges) or 'true' metazoans. Probably due to this competition, stromatolites had to withdraw to extreme environments not suitable for other reef organisms. Such settings include hypersaline ponds, deep-water settings, intratidal and supratidal flats, or freshwater environments, where pure microbolites can still be found today. Though often overlooked, microbial carbonates were, nevertheless, of variable importance in most other Phanerozoic reef types, including present tropical coral reefs (Lerat-DER et al. 1993b, Mournier & Courtil 1996).

Microbial - soft sponge consortium

The next event in the evolution of the reef ecosystem was the rise of epibenthic 'parazoans' and their indirect contribution to reef formation. Soft sponges and siliceous sponges are often intimately related to bacterial films, probably sharing energy flow in a symbiotic relation (cf. Rettenmier 1993, Schumann-Kindel et al. 1996). This results in preferred non-enzymatic, microbially induced calcification of sponge-containing microbolites (auto- micrite formation sensu Rettenmier et al. 1995). Availability of soft and siliceous sponges probably also increased the capacity to baffle allochthonous calcareous muds and enlarged the upward-facing area of reefs due to formation of irregular surfaces. Contribution of sponges ('parazoans') in reefs may have arisen in Middle to Late Proterozoic times (RBB 3: Soft/Siliceous Sponge Reef Building Block). Sponge-microbial reefs composed of RBB 1-3 accompanied major parts of Earth history (see Fig. 1).

Onset of enzymatic calcification

The next reef building block to develop was the invention of enzymatic calcification in epibenthic 'parazoans' (RBB 4: Calcareous Sponge Reef Building Block). This was invented by the enigmatic Claudina-organisms in the Neoproterozoic, about 600 Mio years ago (Rettenmier 1998), then refined by the 'calcareous' sponges in the Early Cambrian (archaeocyathid reefs), and further developed both by the stromatoporoids (now mostly considered as demosponge 'coralline sclerosponges'), which flourished particularly in Mid-Paleozoic reef systems, and the Calcarea sponge group. Coralline sponges directly contributed to the formation of reef bodies with their skeletons, and were also able to baffle sediments. All four RBBs mentioned were of importance in many different reef types during Earth History and so they are still today, where these bacteria-sponge related modules particularly develop in caves and cavities of modern tropical coral reefs (cf. Rettenmier 1993).

Carbonate production by higher metazoans

The next step to increasing the modular complexity of the reef ecosystems was the occurrence of calcareous sessile 'true' metazoans, chiefly Paleozoic heterotrophic corals, which fed on sources different from those for the sponges. Sponges are largely bacteria-filterers and bacteria-cultivators, as well as osmotrophic feeders (Kautter 1997), whereas corals, among many other ways of nutrition feed on zooplankton and small nekton, hence using an alternative energy source (RBB 5: Metazoan Reef Building Block).

Enhancement of modular complexity by autophototrophic symbiosis

The development of autophototrophic symbiotic relations in reef metazoans was a major event in reef evolution, allowing their hosts to directly control primary organic and skeletal production.
The impact of coralline algae

The last major event in reef evolution was the participation of encrusting coralline red algae in reef formation (RBB 7: Coralline Algae Reef Building Block). Red algae of various groups were present but, apart from several exceptions, not structurally important for reef formation prior to Late Cretaceous and Tertiary times. Some, but probably not all phylloid algae of Palaeozoic reefs might actually also represent red algae (Ritts & Gjøs 1992), but they were sediment baffler rather than encrusters. The first alga of coralline algal affinity, Marinella lugeoni, arose during the Late Jurassic (Leinfeelder & Werner 1993). Although occasionally occurring in rock-forming quantities in other environments, the taxon was only a marginal element in reef settings. It was only from the later part of the Cretaceous onward that encrusting coralline algae were of major importance in reefs. Only since that time were the microbial binders (RBB 1,2) generally accompanied by very effective binding and cementing organisms. It should be noted that the importance of coralline algae in modern reefs is discussed controversially (Maionyme...
but there is no doubt that in modern reefs pathogen-related lack of corallines changes the reef system considerably (Littler & Littler 1997). Quite some modern coral reef examples are even dominated by corallines (Leao & Ginsburg 1997, Testa 1997). Doubtless, high-energy reef crest formation is only possible by means of corallines (Mann & Myers 1997), leading to strong compartmentalization of reef zones and adjacent environments.

General aspects in the development of reef building blocks

Several strategies in the evolution of reef building blocks should be emphasized:

(1) Despite the fact that many extinctions had strong impacts on reef organisms (see above), the general increase in modular complexity is largely unidirectional. For most of the Phanerozoic time, reef ecosystems were composed of up to six RBBs (Fig. 1). However, the intra-Late Devonian collapse of the stromatoporoid-coral reef system pushed back the quantitative importance of RBB 5 (calcified metazoans) and, if already existing at that time, possibly eliminated most of RBB 6 (metazoan photosymbiosis) which probably was reinvented in reef systems only in the Triassic. The gap was filled by widespread and better developed RBB 4 (sponge calcification RBB), which gave rise to Late Paleozoic and, again, Mid-Triassic reef types rich in calcareous sponges and microbial carbonate. Nevertheless, reefs including RBB 5 (calcified metazoans) were widespread, although they did not form large structures. As an example, Upper Permian calcisponge-dominated reefs such as the Capitan-Massive may be huge, but roughly coeval reefs rich in rugosan corals or richthofeniid brachiopods remained small (Weidlich 1997, Flajs et al. 1997). The end-Permian extinction brought an enormous reduction in reef occurrences and a subsequent lag time of reef development, but did not alter modular reef complexity trends. The end-Cretaceous extinction eliminated a major reef building group, the rudistid bivalves, but again, modular complexity trends did not suffer (Fig. 1).

(2) Not all reefs of a given time had the potential maximum modular complexity in reef building blocks. For instance, the mid-Paleozoic stromatoporoid-coral reefs composed of RBBs 1-5 or even 1-6 were accompanied by sponge reef mounds composed of RBBs 1-3 only. The same is true of Jurassic reefs which include pure microbolites (RBB 1-2) and sponge mounds (RBB 1-3), as well as light-dependent coral reefs (RBB 1-6) (Fig. 1, 2). Pure microbolite reefs (RBBs 1-2) even persisted throughout the entire Earth history in settings unsuitable for the development of higher reef building blocks.

(3) Our present-day tropical reefs have the highest complexity regarding reef building blocks (RBB 1-7b). It is noticeable that no building block of earlier reef systems was abandoned, highlighting the long, grosso modo, unidirectional evolutionary history of reef ecosystem structure. Only reefs containing RBBs 1-7 should be considered having structure similar to modern reefs.

THE SECOND MEGATREND - WIDENING AND NARROWING OF THE REEF WINDOW

In general, increasing modular complexity of reefs was paralleled by increasing adaptation and synecological interdependence of reef organisms. However, similar modular complexity does not necessarily indicate similar environmental demands. Provided rudistid bivalves were photosymbiotic, they had a RBB-structure identical to modern reefs but nevertheless probably mostly lived in different environmental settings (see below). Moreover, the fact that earlier reef building blocks were not abandoned allowed a more or less wide variability of reefs with different modular complexity within a given time slice. It is mainly the environmental demands and adaptations of the available parazoan and metazoan reef taxa that define the physicochemical setting a given reef is adapted to. Besides this, general availability of suitable reef habitats is another crucial factor in determining whether or not certain reef types can develop. General reef habitat availability is largely controlled by plate tectonics, sea-level development and oceanographic patterns (Leinfelder 1994).

Archaean to Triassic global reef windows

The environmental demands for the first bacterial reefs in the Archaean are unknown but were possibly well defined; controlling factors might have been availability of organic matter or inorganic methane as well as calcium and carbonate/bicarbonate ions, suitable water temperatures, alkalinity and pH-values, and strongly reduced sedimentation rates. A suitable set of these factors was probably only rarely achieved, making Archaean reef bodies rare. With the development of cyanobacteria and the cooling of Precambrian oceans, stromatolites expanded vastly into many photic environments, although low illumination
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is sufficient for such simple organisms. With the onset of 'parazoan' and 'true' metazoan development, reef ecosystems were more widely defined. New energy sources were opened by new feeding strategies of reef organisms. Moreover, the ability to tolerate certain sedimentation rates, owing to the baffling and binding activities of the reef organisms, lifted them more rapidly to higher feeding levels. Dependence upon light diminished due to heterotrophic feeding strategies. With the development of photosymbiosis, additional energy sources were introduced, without abandoning reef settings on the deeper shelf. Increased growth rates of photosymbiotic 'parazoans' and metazoans also helped tolerating higher background sedimentation and more frequent fragmentation by high-energy events, respectively. During the Paleozoic, the reef window was fairly wide in the Mid and early Late Devonian (Fig. 2) (Nose & Leinfelder in prep.), to become cut off in its shallow/high-energy part owing to the extinction, or decimation, of high-energy reef organisms part at the intra-Late Devonian reef crisis. Famennian to Lower Carboniferous coral facies is largely restricted to deep settings (e.g. Geshler 1996). Nevertheless, the margins of the subsequent reef windows, though strongly fluctuating and punctuated by reef gaps, remained moderately wide, with very different types of reefs developing during the Late Paleozoic and into the Triassic.

Jurassic reef window

The Jurassic reef examples demonstrate that the reef window was very wide, which mostly is due to its transitional situation. Many marginal, 'stressed' reefs (siliciclastic reefs, brackish water reefs, various deep shelf reefs, dysaerobic reefs) existed, owing to the widespread occurrence of the 'conservative' reef organisms (sponges, microbolithes) together with the newly established adaptive strategies, particularly within corals. It was the time of change towards photic algal symbiosis in scleractinian corals, with corals thriving both in mesotrophic and in increasingly oligotrophic environments (Leinfelder et al. 1996, Nose & Leinfelder 1997, Nose & Leinfelder in prep.) (Figs. 2, 3).

Cretaceous reef window

The reef window of the mid to late Cretaceous still remains to be defined, since there is a lot of controversy as to the exact environmental demands of rudistid reefs versus Cretaceous coral reefs (cf. Kauffman & Johnson 1988, Gili et al. 1995). In general, the reef window remained at least as large as during the Late Jurassic, although deeper shelf mound reefs became less important, probably due to stratified water bodies. Coral reefs started to change to the coral-coraline algal type which might have resulted in narrowing of their environmental tolerances. Rudists might have taken over in more unstable reef settings such as those involving elevated or fluctuating nutrient concentrations, higher sedimentation rates, or hot water temperatures as a consequence of a super-greenhouse effect (cf. Gili et al. 1995, Kauffman & Johnson 1988, 1997, Steuber 1996, 1997, Scott 1995, Voigt 1995).

Fig. 2. Examples for general reef windows (modified from Leinfelder 1997 and Leinfelder & Nose in prep., Modern reef window based on James & Bougique 1992, modified, Devonian reef window based on May & Nose, in Nose & Leinfelder in prep.). Note that the modern tropical/subtropical reef window is smaller than the Devonian and Late Jurassic reef window. Modern reefs occur within two distinct reef windows (tropical/subtropical reefs and deep-water mounds) separated by a bathymetric/nutrient gap. Contrasting, Jurassic reefs occupied a vast potential area across the shelf. Besides the variable size of the reef windows, major differences are the strong oligotrophy and the stronger compartmentalization of modern reefs, as caused by the highly developed photosymbiotic relation and the development of algal reef crests in highly abrasive settings. The position for optimum reefs (as defined by maximum modular complexity and maximum taxon diversity) is also variable through time, depending on the adaptional evolutionary stage of reef organisms. Modern optimum reefs occur in shallow, agitated, strongly oligotrophic waters. Jurassic optimum reefs thrived in slightly deeper, mesotrophic waters. Reefs along the margins of the reef window ('stressed reefs') also differ considerably through time. Modern deep-water coral mounds are offset from the tropical reef window by a nutrient and bathymetric gap, and thus do not belong to the same reef window (see Fig. 3). Jurassic deep-water sponge mounds may grade into coral reefs and consequently occupy the same reef window. See text for further explanation.
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Cenozoic to modern reef windows

After the disappearance of the rudistid bivalves during the end-Cretaceous, coral reefs had difficulties to take over all free marginal settings of the reef window, previously inhabited by rudists. After a lag episode of deep-water coral reefs during the Paleocene, coral-coraline algal reefs reconquered shallower environments and, in the Miocene, became adapted to abrasive highest energy settings. This gave rise to the development of algal ridges (STANLEY 1989), which caused strong compartmentalization of reef into environmentally very different zones, such as reef front, reef crest/flat and back reef-lagoonal zones. This has also fundamentally changed the sedimentology within the reefs and the reef surroundings. Reef zonation has existed earlier but complete sheltering of lagoons in highest energy environments normally was not possible prior to the development of algal ridges. It seems that microbially bound high-energy reef crests developed only very exceptionally during earlier times of Earth history (LEINFELDER 1992, NOE & LEINFELDER in prep.).

Waxing, waning and splitting of reef windows

In conclusion, the development of the reef window dimensions is not parallel with the largely unidirectional development of reef building blocks, but reflects both major global environmental crises and different adaptive strategies of reef organisms. The reef window widened continuously until the intra-Late Devonian reef crisis, and remained more narrow until the Mid-Triassic. From the Late Triassic to the final Cretaceous, it widened, only to become narrow again after the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary (Figs. 2, 3). The wide mid-Paleozoic and mid/late Mesozoic reef windows share some similarities (sponge reefs and mudmounds in the deeper waters, differentiated coral and other reef types in the shallow water), but it appears that marginal settings were more widely exploited by reefs in the Mesozoic example (Fig. 2). The narrow Late Paleozoic to Mid-Triassic reef window is quite different from the narrow Mid-Tertiary to modern reef window, because Late Paleozoic to Mid-Triassic reef types were largely confined to somewhat deeper settings, whereas the Cenozoic tropical window is still narrower, and reefs thrive almost exclusively in shallow water. Present deep-water coral associations (FREIWALD et al. 1997, HENRICH et al. 1997) appear not at a marginal position within, but are distinctly separated from the modern tropical/subtropical reef window, thus possessing their own ecological window. Kelp forests are the intermediate shallow-water ecosystem between modern deep-water coral associations and modern tropical reefs (FREIWALD 1993, HENRICH et al. 1997), separating both along a temperature and nutrient gradient (Figs. 2, 3). The only reefs in slightly deeper water, which are not offset from the modern tropical coral reef window, are Halimeda-green algal mounds, mostly occurring in water depths less than 20 m (Fig. 2). Hence, they overlap in water depth with coral reefs, but represent areas with slightly higher nutrition (ROBERTS et al. 1987a,b) (Fig. 3). Actually, Halimeda may act as a 'pest organism', overgrowing reef scleractinians in polluted reefs (e.g., Caribbean, personal investigation).

Fig. 3. Reef windows are multifactorial systems which can only be graphically presented in a simplified manner. This figure compares the triple factor model of Jurassic reefs (a, after LEINFELDER 1993 and LEINFELDER et al. 1996) with tentative models for modern reefs (b) and Precambrian reefs (c). In relation to the controlling factors 'sediment influx', 'water depth', and 'nutrient and oxygen fluctuations'. Jurassic reefs were quite tolerant, with different reef types being the product of different positions within the reef window. Modern reefs are much more environmentally restricted than Jurassic reefs in terms of the three factors displayed, resulting in a much smaller reef window (cf. Fig. 2). Halimeda mounds overlap the depth distribution of tropical coral reefs, and are probably related to elevated nutrient influx. Note that modern deep-water coral mounds are offset by a bathymetric and nutrient gap and thus represent an own ecological window (cf. Fig. 2). The position of this window within the triple factor model is tentative. Archaean reefs also grew within a very limited, though different reef window, but probably extended down to aphotic zones. Due to moderate light dependence, Proterozoic stromatolite reefs had a narrower window, but, unlike Archaean reefs, could probably cope up with subtle sedimentation owing to the development of trichomal cyanobacteria with a small sediment baffling capacity.
CONCLUSIONS

Increase in ecological and productive complexity (modular complexity): Reef systems have existed from Archaean times until today. Despite the fact that reefs suffered various times from global extinction or severe reduction, they have continuously increased their potential maximum modular complexity through time. This is expressed as an increase in number of reef building blocks which are the basic modules for reef growth, and which successively allowed even complex reefs to develop into a largely self-sustaining system with energy input mainly being derived from solar energy.

The reef window concept. Optimum and stressed reefs: Superimposed on the unidirectional increase of available building blocks are the environmental demands and abilities of paraazoan, metazoan and floral reef organisms which define the general physicochemical setting for reef growth. These general settings are described here as 'reef windows'. The center of a reef window represents 'optimum' conditions where reefs of maximum modular complexity and maximum diversity develop. The window width defines the tolerance of the global reef system at a given time. The margins of the window are characterized by low-diversity, but not necessarily low-modular complexity, 'stressed' reefs. Modern stressed reefs may exhibit both a low-diversity/low-complexity and low-diversity/high-complexity pattern. Examples are nutrient-stressed Halimeda mounds (cf. ROBERTS et al. 1987b), and sediment-stressed coral-algal reefs (GREE et al. 1996, LEÃO & GINSBURG, 1997), respectively.

Variable window dimensions: Global reef window dimensions were considerably variable during Earth history. The width of a reef window defines how optimum reefs are buffered within the global reef system. A wide reef window indicates wide flexibility of the global reef system. For example, the Jurassic global reef system was more flexible than the modern one, with special reef types growing under elevated sediment stress, freshwater influence, elevated nutrient flux, even partial oxygen depletion (LEINFELDER 1993, LEINFELDER et al. 1996). Moreover, the center of the Jurassic reef window (the 'optimum' conditions) was not identical with the center of the modern one. This fact is related to lower efficiency of the newly developed photosymbiotic relation in Jurassic corals and the lack of reef building coralline red algae in Jurassic times (hence resulting in lower maximum modular complexity than today). Consequently, coral reefs have increasingly conquered habitats formerly stressful or even hostile for reef growth, on costs of their environmental flexibility.

Influence of geological factors: Another important factor influencing the width of a global reef window is the general plate-tectonic, geomorphic, and oceanographic framework of a given time. Modern reefs grow within a fairly narrow global reef window not only due to the outlined increased modular complexity, but also due to partial lack of other suitable reef settings. Presently, there obviously is an overall lack of habitats for potential mid-ramp reefs, which is related to Cenozoic restructuring of the shelves by frequent sea-level changes, as well as the low sea-level of today (LEINFELDER 1993, 1994). This does not permit growth of reef sponge mounds similar to the Mesozoic or Paleozoic, except for extremely rare, non-reefal occurrences (CONNWAY & BARRE 1997). Partially mirroring Phanerozoic carbonate deep-water mounds are modern deep-water coral mounds (FRIEWAHL et al. 1997). Unlike Phanerozoic examples, these are, however, offset from the modern tropical reef window by a temperature and bathymetric gap. For example, Jurassic siliceous sponge mounds sometimes shallowed continuously, to transform gradually into coral reefs (LEINFELDER et al. 1993a, LEINFELDER et al. 1994).

The fate of modern reefs: In general, the global reef window widened in the course of the Late Proterozoic, Paleozoic and most parts of the Mesozoic but this trend was matter of frequent fluctuations, particularly from the Devonian to the Middle Triassic. During this time span the width of the reef window was a sum of evolution, adaptation and extinction of reef organisms, and variable availability of reef habitats. Contrasting, the Cenozoic trend towards further increased complexity of reef building blocks was negatively correlated with rapid narrowing of the reef window, mostly owing to increasing synecological interdependence of reef organisms. This trend reflects the general adaptation strategy towards a self-sustaining, low-oligotrophy, buffered ecological system. If situated in the center of the reef window, modern reefs would be well buffered and robust against perturbances. However, environmental stress, including overfishing, sewage and sediment influx, mass tourism, thinning of the ozone layer, possible global increase of temperatures, as well as increasing frequency and amplitude of El Niño-related bleaching events has already pushed the present coral reefs very close to the margin of the reef window, with many individual coral reefs having already passed the window margin. The fact that all reef building blocks are still available in modern reefs makes it likely that even a possible global extinction of modern coral reefs by the outlined factors will not...
completely erase the global reef system. Possibly, microbial reefs or other robust low-complexity reef types, such as oyster reefs, Halimeda mounds, or oligospecific coral meadows could survive at places. However, Earth history clearly shows that lag times for reestablishment of even less complex reef types than modern coral reefs are enormous, going far beyond human time scales.
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The present article is a short essay on the evolution of reefs in aftermath of the DFG-priority program 'Biogenic sedimentation - Evolution of Reefs'. The article is based on own research projects on Jurassic, Paleozoic and modern reefs, as well as on own experiences in reef protection issues, but it also attempts to integrate different views on reef evolution processes. It is hoped that this article may serve as an outline for future comparative research on modern and ancient reef systems, particularly on analysis of horizontal (ecospace-related) and vertical (time-related) stress in reef ecosystems. The 'reef window concept' presented here is an attempt towards a better understanding of conditions for reef growth. This knowledge is also necessary to successfully minimize human impact on existing coral reefs, to give them a chance for survival.

Parts of this article are based on fruitful discussions with many colleagues, particularly with Dieter Schmid, Munich, Joachim Reitner, Göttingen, André Freiwald, Bremen, Eric Flügel, Erlangen, Paul Copper, Sudbury, and George Stanley, Jr., Missoula. Winfried Werner and Alexander Altenbach (both Munich) is thanked for constructive criticism on the manuscript. Financial support from the German Research Foundation (DFG-projects Le 580/4, Le 580/10) is gratefully acknowledged.
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